Bulk material containing the title compound as an early single phase product has been prepared using ahigh-temperature synthesis route. Acold-pressed pellet containing amixture of the elements Yb (99.9 %, Ames), La (99.9 %, Ames), Fe (99.995 %, Alfa Aeser) and graphite (99.9 %, Chempur) in molar quantities Yb :La:Fe:C=1:3:1:6was weld-sealed in aTaampoule under argon atmosphere and subsequently heat treated at 1100°C for 24 hinahigh temperature furnace with argon as aprotective gas (HTM Reetz GmbH, Lora 1800). Finally, the sample was slowly cooled down to ambient temperature (5 K/min). Due to the sensitivity of the sample against air and moisture all handlings were done in aglove box. Metallographic investigations in combination with EDXS and X-ray powder diffraction reveal the presence of traces of TaC (< 1 vol.%). Single crystals with prismatic shape and metallic dark gray lustre were obtained from a crushed sample. (1), avalue which is close to maximum occupation (1/3) and which is in general agreement with EDXS analyses on selected crystals. However, mixing of Yb with small amounts of La and/or vacancies at the 4e sites can not be ruled out, neither on the basis of the diffraction data nor on EDXS analyses.
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Discussion
Yb 0.63La3FeC6 is an isotype of La3.64FeC6 [1] . The crystal structure contains Fe(C 2 ) 3 trigonal planar groups with the C 2 ligands, bonded end-on to the Fe atoms. Lanthanum atoms are arranged around the complex anions forming aframework of face-sharing tricapped trigonal prisms. The resulting hexagonal channels around 0,0,z of the partial structure with chemical composition La 3 FeC 6 are occupied due to distance restraints by maximum 4/3 rare earth atoms per unit cell distributed on asplit atom site at 4e (d min =0.66 Å). Full occupation should result in asuperstructure, tripling the unit cell along [001] without the need of split atom sites. Recently, such as uperstructure has been confirmed by redetermination of the pure La compound La 0.67La3FeC6 [2] . The refinement of the title compound revealed that the Yb atoms exclusively occupy the channel position at 4e.Refinement of the 4e sites with Yb results in occupancy of 0.315(1), avalue which is close to maximum occupation (1/3) and which is in general agreement with EDXS analyses on selected crystals. However, mixing of Yb with small amounts of La and/or vacancies at the 4e sites can not be ruled out, neither on the basis of the diffraction data nor on EDXS analyses. 
